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Abstract: Peridinin-Chiorophyll a-Protein (PCP) is a water-soluble, yet membraneattached photosynthetic light-harvesting complex believed to reside in the interior of the
thylakoid. We have recently reported the x-ray crystallographic structure of PCP from
the dinoflagellate Amphidinium carterae, which crystallizes as a trimer (1). Overall, the
PCP polypeptide (312 amino acid residues) has the shape of the hull of a ship enclosing
a cargo of two lipids, two chlorophyll a and eight carotenoid molecules. Each monomer
is composed of a pseudosymmetry-related N- and C-terminal half of eight helices each
adopting a peculiar topology whose relation to the globin-like fold is explored in this
presentation. Based on the resemblance of folds and available data on myoglobin
folding, we discuss a possible folding pathway for the PCP holoprotein which has to
assemble during and after passage of the apoprotein through the thylakoid membrane.
Introduction
Higher plants and algae, as well as photosynthetic bacteria have developed light
harvesting systems (LHCs), systems which work as antennae and increase the efficiency
of photosynthesis by funneling collected light to the membrane-bound reaction centres.
Membrane-bound LHCs have been strucnirally analyzed in the case of bacteria [2] and
higher plants [3] , and appear to be functionally similar, but structurally unrelated to

water-soluble LHCs. Dinoflagellates are algal protists constituting a major portion of
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world's plankton. Most dinoflagellate species have a unique pigment-protein complex
composed of a 32 kDa polypeptide, and two chlorophyll a and eight carotenoid
(peridinin) molecules as chromophores. This complex, peridin-chlorophyll a-protein
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(PCP); exists in a form of half of this size in some dinoflagellate species [4]. In the long
variant PCP species, the N- and the C-terminal halves of the sequence share a high
degree of sequence identity (about 55%), indicating that they have evolved by gene
duplication and fusion. As PCP is encoded in the nucleus, it has to be exported from the
cytoplasm into the chloroplast and, as its leader sequence indicates, is exported from
there into the thylakoid lumen.
PCP has no sequence or structural similarity to any other protein yet determined. Its
unique presence in dinoflagellates and its apparent lack of structural relatives have been
interpreted [5] such that PCP might be considered a late evolutionary enhancement of
the photosynthetic machinery of dinoflagellates, unrelated to other water-soluble LHCs.
Here we explore a structural similarity of PCP with proteins of the ubiquitous globin
family, and demonstrate its evolutionary relationship to another group of soluble LHC,
phycobiliproteins, which occurs in cyanobacteria and red algae.

Structure of PCP
We have recently solved [I] the x-ray structure of PCP from the dinoflagellate
Amphidinium carterae, which has a polypeptide of312 amino acid residues, showing an
internal two-fold pseudosymmetry of the N- and C-terminal domains (Fig. 1). Each
domain consists of eight helices arranged in a peculiar fashion, that resembles a
'jellyroll' often encountered in the topology of p-sheets [8] and observed for the first
time for helices in PCP. The juxtaposition of the N- and C-terminal domains creates the
shape of a ship, whose hull is composed of the helices and whose cargo are the
cofactors also showing the two-fold pseudosymmetry. In addition to the chromophores,
we discovered by crystallographic means two lipid molecules (digalactosyl diacyl
glycerol) which are integral structural components of the holoprotein assembly and
whose existence and role in PCP is unknown. Trimers of the holoprotein complex
appear to be the photosynthetically active unit, which is expected to stack onto the

Figures on following page
Figure I: Architecture of PCP. The monomer of PCP is shown (grey), together with the chromd'phores
(chlorophyll, green; carotenoids, red) and the lipids (blue). The N-terminal domain (left side) is related to the
C-terminal domain (right) by a pseudo two-fold axis (vertical).
~: Three-dimensional (top) and topological (bottom) similarity of proteins from the globin family
(left) and PCP (right). The color-ramp indicates the position along the chain from N-terminus (red) to Cterminus (blue). Ark clam hemoglobin was chosen as a typical representative of the globin family.
Figure 3: Binding of the tetrapyrrole cofactors in PCP (green), globins (red) and phycobiliproteins (purple)
after superimposition of the E and F helices. The globin (ark clam) apoprotein is also shown (grey). All
figures were produced with MOLSCRlPT [6] and RASTER3D [7].
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membrane of the thylakoid in order to optimize the transfer of harvested light energy to
the membrane-bound components of the photosynthetic apparatus.
Is the existence of two varieties of PCP in dinoflagellates, a large and a small form,
compatible with the x-ray structure of PCP from A. carterae? The answer is yes, as the
contacts between the domains mainly involve hydrophilic interactions : between the
peridinin head groups, which could easily be replaced by contacts with an aqueous
medium in the case of the short variants. Oligomerization provides a suitable orientation
of the chromophores and allows for energy redistribution within the plane of the trim~,
thus increasing the efficiency of energy transfer to the membrane-bound photosynthetic
proteins. Only the C-terminal domain of the long variants is involved in trimer
formation, and its sequence has most likely been optimized for this purpose. Short
variant PCPs might form hexamers of the same shape as the long variant's trimers, but
these hexamers would certainly be less stable. Thus, the long variant monomers appear
to have functional advantages.
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Table I: Top-scoring all-a candidates for possible similarity to PCP. The a11-a entries [II] from a nonredundant set [12] representing all known protein structures up to May 1996 were compared in an improved
version of SUPERIMPOSE [13] with the N-terminal domain of PCP (153 residues).
fold

proteins

size

topological

(residues)

similarity
score O

methane monoxygenase

methane monoxygenase hydrolase

hydrolase

(methylococcus capsulatus)

Immo

384

71.6

myoglobin (sea hare)

2fal

145

70.1

myoglobin (sperm whale}

Imls

154

64.7

hemoglobin (sea cucumber)

Ihlb

157

64.2

hemoglobin (ascaris suum)

lash

147

60.2

hemoglobin (marine bloodworm)

2hbg

147

59.8

hemoglobin (innkeeper worm)

lith

141

59.5

hemoglobin (yellow lupine)

2gdm

153

58.7

hemoglobin (ark clam)

3sdh

145

58.6

4-hel ical cytokine

granulocyte-colony stimulating factor

Ibgc

158

64.1

aldehyde ferredoxin

aldehyde ferredoxin oxidoreductase

laor

605

61.5

oxidoreductase

(pyrococcus furiosis)

cytochrome P450

cytochrome P450 (saccarapolyspora

· Ioxa

403

59.2

globin-like

Comparison of PCP with the other all-a folds
Proteins can be considered as evolutionarily related if they share a significant degree of
sequence similarity. However, many groups of structurally and functionally related
proteins exist that lack similarity detectable with the sequence analysis programs
available today [9]. In these groups, structural comparisons reveal evolutionary
relationships that are hidden in the 'twilight zone' [10] (less than 25% sequence identity)
of sequence alignments.
We used the SCOP [11] database (version 1.32, representing all 4432 structures in
the Protein Data Bank available up to May 1996) to identify possible more distant
structural relatives of PCP. To compare with the N-terminal domain of PCP (153
residues, 8 helices), we used the 71 all-a folds enumerated in SCOP as possible
candidates for structural similarity with PCP. From each of these folds, repres~atives
were taken from a non-redundant database [12], superimposed [13] (Table 1) on the Nterminal domain of PCP and then compared visually using '0' [14]. Visual inspection
was performed as the scores which are normally used for an automatic determination of
topological similarity [13] were deemed inadequate for the identification of remote
structural homology. Surprisingly, the topological similarity score [13] (column 5 in
Table I) matched well the visual finding that proteins of the globin-like fold
(myoglobin, hemoglobin, phycobiliproteins and colicin A [15]) are structurally related
to PCP (Fig. 2). In the case of the heme-binding glob ins, further support for the
topological agreemen~ found comes from overlapping tetrapyrrole binding sites, which
are located on helices E and F. The other all-a folds with a high topological similarity
score (Table I) are much larger proteins (252 to 605 residues) with some of their
helices matching those of PCP by chance. Granulocyte-colony stimulating factor, a
helix-bundle protein of similar size, has only 4 helices superimposable on PCP.

POB
entries

(bovine)

erythraea)
chorismate mutase II

chorismate mutase II (yeast)

Icsm

252

59.2

glycosyltransferase of the

Ce I 0 cell ulase (clostridium)

Iclc

541

58.5

superhel ical fold
..
° for defimtlon,
see reference 13 .

It is worth discussing that the globin-fold has often been described as 3 helices
(A,E,F) sandwiching at right angles on a layer of 3 other helices (B,G,H). This '3-on-3'
description was found adequate for demonstrating structural relatedness of colicin A
and globins [IS], as well as that of phycobiliproteins and globins [16]. However, an
early review of protein folding patterns [8] gave an alternative descriptions of the
globin fold, the 'greek key' (so called according to its resemblance with decorative
patterns on greek vases). We note that the greek key description is more informative, as
it focuses on the connections between the helices inasmuch as on their packing, whereas
the '3-on-3 ' term merely refers to the arrangement of helices in space, neglecting
possibly differing topologies caused by different connections. In our first description of
PCP [I], we identified its fold as a 'jellyroll', which is a special case of a greek key fold.
However, a 3-on-3 helical representation of PCP WOUld, given its resemblance with the
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hull of a ship with helices A, F, E on one side and C, G, H on the other, therefore be
possible as well. On the other hand, the angle between these 'sandwich layers' is closer
to 0° than to 90° which is why we favour the greek key description of the PCP/globin
fold. In Fig. 2, we therefore compare the folds of globins (in this case hemoglobin of
ark clam) and PCP. As can be seen, both structures can be representeQ by nearly
identical greek key topology diagrams (Fig. 2).
Other proteins exhibiting a globin-like fold and binding a related cofactor are the
phycobiliproteins. While these LHCs are functionally closely related to PCP, they dcJI
not structurally agree better with PCP's N-terminal domain than do glob ins
(r.m.s.d.=4.8A for phycocyanin [17] VS. approx. 4.3A for globins, superimposing about
100 residues). However, the fact that a very similar function is displayed by structurally
related proteins makes a very strong point towards their phylogenetic relationship. In
further support of this view, phycobiliproteins have developed an a- and a p-subunit of
around 162 and 172 amino acids, respectively, which are quite similar in structure
(r.m.s.d.= 1.3A for phycocyanin), matching the development of long variant forms of
PCP with closely related N- and C-terminal domains (r.m.s.d.= 0.9A [I)).
Figure 3 shows a superimposition of the three different tetrapyrrole cofactors of
PCP, myoglobin and phycocyanin. We find that the binding position is between the E
and F helices in all three cases. However, the binding mode varies from buried in the
case of PCP, to exposed in the case of the phycobiliproteins. Obviously, the key to the
observation of structural deviations between PCP and phycobiliproteins lies in the
different chromophores: whereas PCP provides a wide open pocket for a large number
of hydrophobic pigments, the phycobiliproteins bind their extended open-chain
tetrapyrroles on the outside of a compact apoprotein, with the glob ins occupying an
intermediate position.
Based on these observations, we propose that PCP and the phycobiliproteins derive
from a globin-like ancestor, and that the observed structural differences are largely due
to the adaptation to different cofactors during divergent evolutionary pathways.
How does the cargo get on board?
Little is known about the folding pathway of most proteins. The general understanding
is that folding from an extended state initiates at one or more places of the sequence in
so-called 'folding nuclei', leading to a partial condensation of secondary structure
elements which finally, driven by minimization of the free energy, collapse to the native
state in a cooperative fashion. However, in the case of the glob ins, new methods
(stopped-flow circular dichroism, hydrogen-exchange pulse labeling and temperaturejump fluorescence) for the study of folding intermediates in the 15-ns to 5-ms time
scale have been developed and applied [18,19], resulting in a more detailed description
of the folding pathway than available for any other family of proteins.
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The emerging picture is that of a 'molten globule' state as an early protein-folding
intermediate, with the A,G, and H helices forming the first native-like contacts. Using
the topology diagrams (Fig. 2) for comparison, this means that condensation starts at
the center of the greek key for proteins of the globin fold. In analogy to the glob ins, we
therefore expect PCP to fold its A, G and H helices first. As the only substantial
openings of the PCP monomer, those harbouring the lipid and the conjugated systems
of the carotenoids (Fig. I), are lined by the H and G helices, we postulate that these
cofactors must be present during the first folding steps. It appears likely that the
remaining steps during folding resemble those of the glob ins: addition of the B helix (C
helix in PCP), and then the remaining F and E helices, thus completing the greek key.
In the case of PCP, these steps are probably facilitated and guided by the presence of
and the interaction with the cargo. As a result, the polypeptide chain wraps around the
cofactors. We note that this condensation can happen simultaneously in the N- and Cterminal domains as the last helix of the N-terminal domain is connected by a flexible
linker of 13 residues (the 'keel', see Fig. 1) to the first helix of the C-terminal domain.
Thus, the packing of the N- against the C- terminal carotenoids can be optimized by
their interaction, and is not constrained by a rigid scaffold of the polypeptide.
Future prospects
Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry has been shown [20] to be capable of
observing intact protein molecules as well as identifying noncovalently attached
cofactors. In collaboration with the group of M. Przybylski at the University of
Konstanz, we are currently investigating in parallel the unfolding of myoglobin and
PCP under native conditions and under mild, proteolysis. Unfolding experiments can
yield accurate information about the last steps of the folding process which are under
consideration here, and we expect them to be compatible with our folding hypothesis
outlined above. By detecting unfolding intermediates of PCP and its constituents, we
especially hope to clarify the role of the lipids, which are integral components of the
holoprotein with completely unknown function.
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Light Harvesting Complex
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